ALEX WOLF

Solo Mode and 3-4 Player Mode

Ru les Adde n du m

Read this for solo and 3-4 player rules if you
already know the 2-player rules.
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New Concepts
This expansion introduces two new concepts to For Glory. Here is
an overview of those concepts.

Blessings

Champions

Blessings
A Blessing is represented by a
Blessing Token. Some new cards in
this expansion allow you to place
Blessing Tokens on Gladiator cards.
When Damage is assigned to a
Gladiator you own with a Blessing
on it, you must remove one Blessing from that Gladiator to prevent all Damage that is currently
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assigned to that Gladiator. You
may not choose not to remove a
Blessing from a Gladiator when it
is assigned Damage, even if you
use another reaction that affects
the Damage being assigned.

Champions
This expansion includes Champions, which are upgradeable Gladiators. You can choose to play with or
without Champions at any player
count. If you decide to play with
Champions, each player starts the
game with one Champion. Either
assign Champions to players at random, or draft Champions in reverse
turn order. The last player selects
from all Champions, the second to
last player selects from the remaining 3, and so on.

When you have a Champion card in
your hand, you may either:

Each Champion consists of five
cards. Start the game by shuffling
your Champion’s level 1 card into
your Starting Deck (giving you a
Starting Deck of 15 cards). Place
the remaining four levels in a
stack, face up, in order with level
2 on top and level five on bottom,
off to one side of your play area.

When you upgrade a Champion,
pay the Coin Cost of the next Champion level, remove the Champion
card in your hand from the game
permanently, and place the next level Champion card into your Discard
Pile. You may not upgrade more
than one level at a time, and you
may not skip levels. You may not
upgrade a level 5 Champion further.

Play the Champion card into an
Arena, just like any other Gladiator
Or
Pay the Coin Cost of the next level
of the Champion (the level on the
top of the stack that you placed off
to the side) to upgrade your Champion.

Once your Champion is in an Arena,
it will follow all of the rules of any
other Gladiator, until it ends up back
in your hand.
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3-4 player game

Starting
Deck
Champion

Player Board

Levels 2-5

The 3-4 player game utilizes most of the same rules as the 2-player
game. If you are not familiar with those rules, please read the For
Glory base game Rule Book before continuing with this book.

Starting
Deck

Starting
Coin
Tokens

Player 2

setup
•

•

Shuffle each of the 3 Supply Decks
and place them in the middle of the
table as shown to the right, within
reach of all players. Display the top
three cards of each Supply Deck
face up in a line next to the deck.
Shuffle the Arena Deck, and place
it face-up in the center of the play
area.

•

You will not use Fleeting Glory
Arenas in a 3 or 4 player game.

•

Place both Gladius Tokens next to
the Arena Deck.

•

For a 3-player game, place all three
3-player Boast Cards face up next
to the Arena Deck, in order with
Bloodlust value 5 on top, then 8,
and 11 on the bottom.

•

For a 4-player game, place both
4-player Boast Cards face up next
to the Arena Deck, with the Bloodlust value 5 card on top, and the
value 10 card on bottom.

•

The player who comes up with the
best Roman sounding name goes
first. Turns proceed in a clockwise
order.

•

•

Each player starts with a Starting
Deck, a Player Board for the 3-4
player game, and 5, 6, 7, or 8 Coin
Tokens for 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
player, respectively.

Levels 2-5

Player 3

Starting
Coin Tokens

Token
Supply
Training
Supply Deck

Gladiator
Supply Deck

Arena
Deck

Reigning
Champion
Tokens

Boast
Cards

Economy
Supply Deck

Crowd’s Favor
Token

Player 1

Player 4
Starting Coin
Tokens

Place the remaining Coin, Damage, and Blessing Tokens in piles
where everyone can reach them to
make the Token Supply.

Player Board
Starting
Deck
Champion
Levels 2-5
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Champion

Player Board

Starting Coin
Tokens
Player Board
Starting
Deck
Champion
Levels 2-5
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Winning the Game

Let’s take a look at an example. Pictured are Suzanne’s Gladiators

+

The object of the game is to win the Arena battle in the last round. Play 3 rounds
in a 3-player game, and play 2 rounds in a 4-player game. Each round before the
last, Arena Cards are awarded to the top finishers of the Arena battle, but no
glory is awarded. Everything depends on the final battle.

Game Flow
Machinations Phase
•

Each Machinations turn works the
same way as in the 2-player game.

•

Randomly determine the first player, then take turns in a clockwise
order.

•

The last player starts the game
with the Crowd’s Favor Token.
Just like in the 2-player game, only
check for an Arena Phase at the
end of your turn if you have the
Crowd’s Favor.

the total sum of Bloodlust on your
Gladiators meets or exceeds the
Bloodlust value of the top Boast
Card, take a Gladius Token (used
as a Reigning Champion Token in
1-2 player games) from next to the
Arena Deck, and place it in your
Villa.
•

•

Bloodlust
•

•
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You may take a second Gladius
token if the total sum of Bloodlust on your Gladiators meets or
exceeds the Bloodlust value of the
top Boast Card, and you have taken
a Gladius token on a previous turn.
Don’t take 2 Gladius tokens on the
same turn.
Bloodlust works differently in a
3-4 player game. If, at any time,

Each player’s Bloodlust is separate from the other players.
In other words, only count
your own Bloodlust when
determining whether to take
a Gladius Token.
If for some reason the total
sum of Bloodlust on your Gladiators decreases after you have
taken a Gladius Token, do not
put the Gladius Token back.

(Only if you have the Crowd’s
Favor) If both Gladius Tokens
have been taken, proceed to
the Arena Phase. Otherwise,
proceed to the next player’s
Machinations turn.

=
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bloodlust

Peter has the Crowd’s Favor, and Suzanne just played Arbelas from her hand.
She now has a total of 6 Bloodlust among her Gladiators, which is greater than
the 5 needed to take a Gladius Token, so she takes a Gladius Token and places it
in her Villa. The other Gladius Token has already been taken by another player, so there will be an Arena Phase after Peter’s next turn (since Peter has the
Crowd’s Favor).

Arena Phase
1 Late Registration
•

6 Check for Arena Phase
•

+

•

Starting with the next player after
the player with the Crowd’s Favor,
each player late registers as many
Gladiators as he or she wants by
paying 3 coin for each Gladiator.
Each player performs all of his or
her late registrations in one single
turn (unlike the 2-player game
where you late register only one
Gladiator per turn).
Each player has one turn to late
register. Then move on to the Fight
Battles step.

2 Fight Battles
•

Only fight one battle each Arena
Phase. There is only one Arena.

•

The battle is a battle royale, so
there are no teams. You may
attack/target any Gladiator, and
the last player with at least one
Gladiator standing wins.

ඞ Determine Initiative
•

Each player adds up the agility values on all of his or her
Gladiators.

•

The player with the highest
total agility takes the initiative
and takes the first Combat Turn.
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reaction at a time in clockwise
order, starting with the player
after the active player.

These four players are determining Initiative

1

2

Jimmy

1

1

1

ඞ Resolution
•

Matilda

•

Carey

Klaus

3

0

1

Crowd’s Favor
Token

In this example, Klaus has the Crowd’s Favor, and Matilda is sitting to Klaus’
right. Carey, Jimmy, and Matilda are all tied for highest agility. Matilda takes
the initiative and takes the first Combat Turn because she is the closest player
to Klaus in reverse turn order.

•

In case of a tie, the player
with the Crowd’s Favor, or
the player closest to that
player in reverse turn order wins the tie and takes
the first Combat Turn.

ඞ Combat Turns
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•

Combat Turns proceed in
clockwise order.

•

Combat Turns work just like
in the 2-player game.

•

Whenever you attack or target a
Gladiator, you may choose any
Gladiator owned by any player.

•

Text that affects all Gladiators
affects all Gladiators owned
by all players.

ඞ Ready Gladiators and Redetermine Initiative
•

This works just like in the
2-player game, with the changes to initiative tie-breaking
detailed above.

Whenever a Reaction Window
opens, every player who has
reactions with that triggering
effect may play reactions.
Always take turns using one

After a Battle in any round other
than the final round, players
take rewards depending on
their placement in the Battle as
follows, and in this order:

3-Player Game
•

1st Place: Take the top 2 Arena
Cards, and add them to your Villa. Also take the top Boast Card
and place it into your Discard
Pile.

•

2nd Place: Take the next 1 Arena
Card, and add it to your Villa.

•

3rd Place: Take the Crowd’s
Favor token (or keep it if you
already have it).

4-Player Game
•

1st Place: Take the top 3 Arena
Cards, and add them to your Villa.
Also take the top Boast Card and
place it into your Discard Pile.

•

2nd Place: Take the next 2 Arena
Cards, and add them to your Villa.

ඞ Reaction Windows
•

If you win the Battle in the final
round of the game, then you win
the game!

•

3rd Place: Take the next 1 Arena
Card, and add it to your Villa.

•

4th Place: Take the Crowd’s Favor
token (or keep it if you already
have it).

Ending a Battle in a Draw
If more than one Gladiator is Defeated simultaneously, and multiple
players lose their last Gladiator simultaneously as a result, the Crowd’s
Favor acts as the tie breaker. The
player with the Crowd’s Favor takes
the better place in the standings.
If none of the tied players have the
Crowd’s Favor, then the closest of the
tied players, counting in reverse turn
order from the Crowd’s Favor, takes
the better place in the standings. In
other words, the tie first goes to the
player with the Crowd’s Favor, then
to the player to her right, then to the
player to that player’s right.

Arena Cards that you win and
place in your Villa are used just
like Lasting Glory Arenas in
Villas in the 2-player game.
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Return to the Machinations Phase
After the end of the battle (except in the last round of the game), return to the
Machinations Phase without interrupting turn order. The player after the player
who had the Crowd’s Favor during the last round goes first.

winning the game
The game ends at the end of the 2nd round in a 4-player game, or at the end of
the 3rd round in a 3-player game. The winner of the last Arena battle wins the
game and the glory!

solo mode
Anything not mentioned here in the Solo Mode Rules works the
same way as in the 2-player game.If you are not familiar with
those rules, please read the For Glory base game Rule Book before continuing with this book.
In the solo game, you will be going up against the Ludus Magnus, represented
by the Ludus Magnus Deck. The Ludus Magnus Deck will determine the actions
that the Ludus Magnus takes.

Setup
Set up the game as if you were setting
up for a 2-player game, except:
•

The Ludus Magnus does not receive
a normal Starting Deck, Player
Board, or Coin Tokens

•

Shuffle the Ludus Magnus Deck
and place it face-down within
your reach.
•
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For a higher difficulty level,
include the cards with *** in
the bottom right corner, and
exclude the cards with * in the
bottom right corner.

•

For a lower difficulty level,
include the cards with * in
the bottom right corner, and
exclude the cards with *** in the
bottom right corner.

•

Feel free to tweak the difficulty
as you desire by including/excluding the cards with * or *** in
the bottom right corner. Simply
playing with all 100 cards provides a balanced experience.

•

Use the solo mode Boast Cards, with
values 10, 15, 20, 25, 25.

•

The player always goes first, and
the Ludus Magnus starts with the
Crowd’s Favor.
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Ludus Magnus
Deck

In this example, it is the Ludus
Magnus’ Machinations turn.
The top card of the Ludus Magnus
Deck (pictured) says to place the
top card of the Gladiator Supply
Deck into the Arena with the most
player Gladiators.

Your “artificial intelligence” opponent
is called the Ludus Magnus, and is represented by the Ludus Magnus Deck.

the card. You may play reactions
just like in the 2-player game. Then
discard that Ludus Magnus Card.
After resolving the first action, as
well as any reactions, draw the next
Ludus Magnus card, and perform
the action in the Combat section
for the type of action the Ludus

Magnus has not yet performed
this Combat Turn. i.e. the Ludus
Magnus will perform exactly one
Attack and exactly one Tactic on its
Combat Turn – one from the first
card drawn, and the other from the
second card drawn.

On every one of your turns (Machinations or Combat), play exactly as
if you were playing a 2-player game
of For Glory. Whenever the Ludus
Magnus has a turn (Machinations,
Combat, or Reaction Window), draw a
card from the Ludus Magnus Deck to
see what the Ludus Magnus does. The
player (or Ludus Magnus) that gains
at least 6 Glory first wins.
The Ludus Magnus Deck determines
what actions your Ludus Magnus
opponent takes during Machinations
Turns, Combat Turns, and as Reactions. Each Ludus Magnus card has 3
sections – one for each situation that
the card can be drawn in. The Ludus
Magnus Deck has its own discard pile.

After you do, discard this Ludus
Magnus Card.

Refer to the Solo Mode Reference Sheet
for details on what each icon means.
•
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On the Ludus Magnus’ Machinations turn, draw the top card
of the Ludus Magnus Deck, and
perform the action in the Machinations section of the card. Then
discard that Ludus Magnus Card.
Check for an Arena Phase if the
Ludus Magnus has the Crowd’s

Favor. Then proceed to the player’s
next Machinations Turn.
•

In this example, it is the Ludus Magnus’ Combat Turn. The first Ludus
Magnus Card drawn (on the left in
this image) has a Tactic as the first
action under the Combat heading. It
says to exhaust the player Gladiator
with the highest Attack value. After
you resolve this tactic, discard this
Ludus Magnus Card.

Now draw a second Ludus Magnus
card. This time, do the Attack action
on the card (because the first action
this Combat Turn was a Tactic). This
Ludus Magnus Card (on the right in
this image) says that the Ludus Magnus
Gladiator with the lowest Attack value
Attacks the player Gladiator with the
highest Health. After resolving this Attack, discard this Ludus Magnus Card.

On the Ludus Magnus’ Combat
Turn, draw the top card of the
Ludus Magnus Deck, and perform
the first action (either an attack or
a tactic) in the Combat section of
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•

Whenever a Ludus Magnus
Gladiator is assigned Damage (in
any phase, for any reason), draw
the top card of the Ludus Magnus
Deck, and do what it says in the

Reaction section of the card. Then
discard that Ludus Magnus Card.
(If multiple Ludus Magnus Gladiators are assigned Damage simultaneously, draw a Ludus Magnus
Card for each).

Game Flow
Arena Phase

1 Late registration

In this example, a Ludus Magnus
Gladiator has been assigned Damage. The top card of the Ludus Magnus Deck says to prevent 1 Damage
in the Reaction section.

Simply prevent 1 Damage to the
Ludus Magnus Gladiator that has
been assigned Damage, just like
you would if a player played a
reaction. Then discard this Ludus
Magnus Card
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ඞ Combat Turns:

•

Ludus Magnus goes first.

•

Draw a Ludus Magnus card
for each glory the player has,
and perform the action in the
Machinations section of each
of the drawn cards (i.e. if the
player has 3 glory, the Ludus
Magnus draws 3 Ludus Magnus cards).

•

Draw 1 additional Ludus
Magnus card for each Reigning
Champion Token the Ludus
Magnus has, and perform the
action in the Machinations section of each of the drawn cards.

•

Then the player may late register any number of Gladiators
according to normal rules. The
Ludus Magnus always performs all of its late registrations before the player starts
late registration.

2 Fight battles
•

Determine Initiative: This works
just like in the 2-player game.

•

Player Combat Turns are
played as in the 2-player game.
Whenever a Ludus Magnus
Gladiator is assigned Damage,
draw a card from the Ludus
Magnus Deck and perform the
action in the Reaction section.

•

Ludus Magnus Combat Turns
are described in detail in the
Ludus Magnus Deck section
of this rulebook. If the Ludus
Magnus has no ready Gladiators at the beginning of its
Combat Turn, draw one Ludus
Magnus card and perform the
Tactic in the Combat section of
that card. Then, if the Ludus
Magnus has at least one ready
Gladiator, draw the next Ludus
Magnus card and perform
the Attack on that card. If,
after resolving the Tactic, the
Ludus Magnus still doesn’t
have a ready Gladiator, simply
proceed to the player’s next
Combat Turn.

ඞ Ready Gladiators and Redetermine Initiative:
•

The Ludus Magnus always draws
at least one card on its Combat
Turn until the Ludus Magnus
passes. The Ludus Magnus always
passes immediately after the player passes when the Ludus Magnus
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has no ready Gladiators. The Ludus Magnus never passes before
the player passes. After the Ludus
Magnus passes, ready Gladiators
and redetermine initiative.

ties. Then take the top Boast
Card and place it on top of the
Ludus Magnus Deck.
•

ඞ Winning a battle:
•

•

•

For the player, this works the
same way as in the 2-player
game.
For the Ludus Magnus, simply
move the Glory Token(s) from
the Arena to the area next to
the Ludus Magnus Deck to
show that the Ludus Magnus
has won that Glory.
If the Ludus Magnus wins the
Lasting Glory Arena battle,
discard the top Lasting Glory
Arena Card and reveal the
next card in the Lasting Glory
Arena Deck. The Ludus Magnus cannot use Arena Abili-

If the Ludus Magnus wins
in a Fleeting Glory Arena,
move that Arena’s Reigning Champion Token to the
Ludus Magnus’s side. During
Late Registration, the Ludus
Magnus draws 1 extra card
for each Reigning Champion
Token the Ludus Magnus has.

ඞ Boast Cards:
•

For the player, these work the same
way as in the 2-player game. When
the Ludus Magnus wins in the
Lasting Glory Arena, take the top
Boast Card and place it on top of
the Ludus Magnus Deck. The next
time you draw a card from the Ludus Magnus Deck, draw that Boast
Card from the top instead, and treat
it as a blank Ludus Magnus card.

Supply Discard Pile.

The Ludus Magnus uses various ways to select Gladiators (as
attackers, targets of attacks and
tactics, etc.).
•

A Gladiator can only be selected if the normal rules of the
game allow it. For instance, an
exhausted Gladiator cannot be
selected as an attacker by the
Ludus Magnus.

•

If there is a tie between 2 or
more Gladiators such that
more than 1 Gladiator could be
selected by the Ludus Magnus,
select the Gladiator with the
highest total sum of stats (Attack, Health, Agility). If there is
still a tie, select a Ready Gladiator. If there is still a tie, the
player chooses the Gladiator for
the Ludus Magnus.

suppose these 2 Gladiators are ready Ludus Magnus Gladiators:

The Ludus Magnus card says:

Additional Solo Mode Rules
The Ludus Magnus does not use
Influence or Coin, so all Influence
Requirements and Coin Costs of
Ludus Magnus Gladiators are ignored,
and any abilities that affect the Ludus
Magnus’s Influence or Coin are completely nullified.
Ignore all abilities on Ludus Magnus
Gladiators. The Ludus Magnus instead
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has tactics and reactions built into the
Ludus Magnus Deck.

These 2 Gladiators have the same Attack value, so you would add up the stats of
each Gladiator (5 for Retiarius and 6 for Parmularius), and determine that
Parmularius should be selected as the attacker.

The Ludus Magnus does not use Arena Abilities, even if it has a Reigning
Champion Token.
When a Ludus Magnus Gladiator is
defeated, return it to the Gladiator
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When the Ludus Magnus places a Gladiator into a Fleeting Glory Arena, it must follow the same rules as a human player. Use these rules to
decide which Fleeting Glory Arena to place the Gladiator in:
If there is already at least 1 Gladiator in a Fleeting Glory Arena, the
Ludus Magnus chooses that Arena.

If the player has exactly 1 Reigning Champion token, choose that
Arena.

Ludus Magnus

Ludus Magnus

Supply

Supply

End of Game
When the player or the Ludus Magnus has at least 6 Glory
after winning an Arena Battle, that player (or Ludus Magnus) immediately wins the game.
After defeating the Ludus Magnus, give yourself a pat on the back.
After losing to the Ludus Magnus’ “Artificial Intelligence,” take
a moment to reflect on humanity’s chances in the coming robot
revolution.

Player

Player
If the Ludus Magnus has both
Reigning Champion tokens, or the
player has both Reigning Champion tokens, or both are unclaimed,
choose the Fleeting Glory Arena
closest to the Supply.

If the Ludus Magnus has a Reigning Champion token, and the other
is unclaimed, choose the Arena
with the unclaimed Reigning
Champion token.

Ludus Magnus

Ludus Magnus

Player
Supply
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Supply

Player
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